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THE INTEGRATED RESEARCH AND CURRENT AWARENESS SOLUTION FOR IP PRACTITIONERS.
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Your most authoritative intellectual property law solution.

1. Industry-Leading News

2. Content Organized by Topic
   Zero in on specific IP practice areas and resources with convenient topic tabs.

3. Search Cases, News, and Analysis
   Quickly find the information most relevant to you with easy-to-use search capabilities.

4. Case Library USPQ
   Access the latest opinions in IP case law with a database of headnoted decisions from The United States Patents Quarterly® (USPQ).

5. BNA Insights
   Understand the implications of recent IP developments with BNA Insights articles.

6. Legal Analysis
   Get clear guidance and proven tactics from expert practitioners in our proprietary collection of 33 comprehensive treatises and the Corporate Practice Portfolio Series.

7. Laws and Regs
   View sections of U.S. Code and Federal Regulations corresponding to IP interests.

8. Practice Tools
   Monitor post-grant patent proceedings at the Patent Trial and Appeal Board and keep track of developments at the Supreme Court, TTAB, and in Hatch-Waxman Act litigation.
PRACTICE TOOLS

Keep track of legislative and regulatory proposals as they develop using our continually updated tables, which include bill summaries, Act names, Congressional sponsors, introduction dates, and links to coverage in BNA’s Patent, Trademark & Copyright Journal® - Daily Edition. Monitor cases from initial filing through decision at the new Patent Trial and Appeal Board using the PTAB Challenge NavigatorSM. Zero in on what you are looking for with Hatch-Waxman Act Litigation Watch, Supreme Court Litigation Watch, and the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB) Watch.

TIMELY NEWS


WORLD VIEW

Get expert analysis and coverage of pivotal international IP-related actions and developments with the World Intellectual Property Report™.

PTAB Challenge NavigatorSM

The PTAB Challenge NavigatorSM allows users to filter the results of cases before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board, including interferences and the newer procedures established by the America Invents Act. By selecting criteria in the left column, users can narrow their search to specific headings and documents. Each case entry features a snapshot of the position and updated status, links to important documents filed to date, and information on the patent challenged.

IP INTELLIGENCE DESIGNED FOR YOUR NEEDS

Try the Intellectual Property Law Resource Center today — visit www.bna.com/iprc or call 800.372.1033 to get your FREE trial
UNPARALLELLED COVERAGE AND EXPERT INSIGNS

THE U.S. PATENTS QUARTERLY

The United States Patents Quarterly is a fully headnoted online library of every significant IP case since 1929. View complete case details including access to opinion text and direct links to Bloomberg BNA's news coverage of the case.

IP LAW TREATISES


BNA INSIGHTS

BNA Insights articles and videos provide expert perspectives on key legislative, regulatory, and legal developments from leading practitioners and thought leaders.

DIGITAL COVERAGE

Convenient access to the complete solution for extensive domain-name coverage — the Internet Law Resource Center™ — with international resources and news from the industry-leading Electronic Commerce & Law Report™.
Bloomberg BNA’s Intellectual Property Law Resource Center™ is the complete legal research and current-awareness solution for IP practitioners. This dynamic service offers — in one easily searchable site — a comprehensive collection of full-text IP law decisions, significant domestic and international news, expert guidance, time-saving practice tools, and relevant laws and regulations.

USPQ Case Library
Access full-text decisions of the most significant intellectual property, trademark, and copyright law cases from The United States Patents Quarterly®, Bloomberg BNA’s fully headnoted online library of every important IP case since 1929. Cases are searchable by citation, keyword, or by using our Headnote Finder. You’ll be able to search critical decisions from federal and state courts and federal agency tribunals, as well as pinpoint cases dealing with particular federal statutes and regulations.

News & Commentary
Stay on top of the latest industry issues with Bloomberg BNA’s comprehensive news services, featuring coverage from our extensive network of reporters and correspondents to help you manage the implications of today’s developments.

• BNA’s Patent, Trademark & Copyright Journal® - Daily Edition
  Comprehensive daily and weekly coverage helps you understand the implications of today’s patent, trademark, and copyright law developments.

• World Intellectual Property Report™
  A continually updated news service offering expert insight and analysis of the laws protecting ideas and products in today’s international marketplace.

• Afternoon Briefing Emails
  Concise snapshots of the day’s most important news from the trusted Patent, Trademark & Copyright Journal® - Daily Edition, delivered straight to your inbox each day, written by IP attorneys for IP attorneys.

BNA Insights
Bloomberg BNA’s industry-renowned articles and videos from leading practitioners in the IP arena give you valuable perspectives on recent trends, and real-world tips for handling contentious IP litigation.

Time-Saving Practice Tools
Keep up with the latest Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB) cases using the PTAB Challenge Navigator™. This exclusive tool includes full text of important filings, along with convenient filtering options to track proceedings quickly and conveniently. Track legislative and regulatory developments as they unfold and monitor Supreme Court, precedential TTAB rulings, and recent Hatch-Waxman patent litigation using Bloomberg BNA’s continually updated full-text summary watchtables.

IP Law Treatises
All the knowledge, insights, strategies, and commentary practitioners have relied on from Bloomberg BNA’s IP treatises are now accessible in a user-friendly Web format. Our 33 comprehensive IP books, including seven popular PLI treatises, are available in the following packages: Patent Litigation, Patent Prosecution, IP Technology, Copyright and Trademark, and Trade Secrets.

Smart Search Tools
• Topic Tabs
  Target specific areas of interest within the IP arena with content organized by topic tabs, including Patent Law, Trademark & Unfair Practice Law, Copyright Law, and Judicial Practice & Procedure.

• Link to Related Content
  Link directly to related court and agency decisions and news stories using the Cited-In and See Related Articles functions.

Key Laws & Regulations Covered
• Patent Act (U.S. Code Title 35)
• Copyright Act (U.S. Code Title 17)
• Lanham (Trademark) Act (U.S. Code Title 15)
• U.S. Code Title 15, Chapter 63 (Technology Innovation)
• Code of Federal Regulations Title 37
• State trade secret laws
• State unfair competition laws
• State right of publicity laws

Start your FREE trial — visit www.bna.com/iprc or call 800.372.1033
I have a personal set of Bloomberg BNA’s United States Patents Quarterly in my office. My annotated, highlighted copies are my go-to resources. While advising clients or researching issues, I use them for their invaluable analysis of every significant IP case ... We even train summer associates on Bloomberg BNA’s USPQ database because it contains every case that a developing IP attorney will need to know.

BILL ATKINS
Partner
Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP

I rely heavily on BNA’s Patent, Trademark & Copyright Journal to keep me up to date on developments in the area of intellectual property law. It is authoritative, accurate, and timely. I particularly enjoy the guest articles that appear on a regular basis. When students ask me for ideas for papers on IP law, I refer them to PTCJ.

JEFFREY M. SAMUELS
Professor Emeritus
Center for Intellectual Property Law and Technology
The University of Akron School of Law

In the quickly moving arena of intellectual property law and policy, our clients expect us to know what’s coming around the corner before they do. Because our intellectual property clients demand more from us, we demand more from our legal resources. Bloomberg BNA meets our high standards by accurately distilling tremendous amounts of information to pinpoint the most important cases and developments to our practice.

MARYLEE JENKINS
Partner
Intellectual Property Group
Arent Fox LLP

For more information or to start your FREE trial, contact your Bloomberg BNA Representative, call 800.372.1033, or visit www.bna.com/iprc